Sources of support

Our mission to end PKD requires a broad base of financial support. Each year, many fine people and organizations give generously to the PKD Foundation, and we are grateful they entrust funds to us in search of treatments and ultimately, a cure for this disease.

The sources of our support include:

- **Special Events**: PKDF hosts special events throughout the year to engage participants and fundraisers critical to supporting the mission. Approximately 24% ($3.18M) of our total annual revenue is raised through special events, including Walks and DIY fundraisers.

- **Individual Giving**: Generous individual donors provide a substantial source of funding. More than 11,000 individuals donate over $8.61M each year through our individual giving programs, approximately 66% of total annual revenue.

- **Pharmaceutical Support**: Pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device company contributions account for about $0.62M or 5% of the overall funding that support our programs and services.

- **Corporate Support**: Corporations across the country support the Foundation’s mission through their gifts, employee matching programs and more. Corporate support accounts for over $0.65M per year or approximately 5% of the total annual revenue.